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Eera Mittur and M.N.Krishnaprasad visited Vikaasana Rural Trust in March 2010.  Kanakapura Main road 
was once known as the outskirts of Bangalore or rural Bangalore and difficult to commute to; there are 
no hassles in reaching it these days. Vikaasana Rural Trust is located 5 minutes off the Kanakapura Main 
Road and in a recently developing community area - an area that was made up of barren agricultural 
lands, but now becoming homes to tall buildings for commercial purposes as well as suburb living. 
  
Vikaasana (means blossoming) was started by Ms.Malathi - the student and teacher of late David 
Horsburough. It is a shaded land of beautiful green trees and plants enclosed by aluminum-sheet 
fencing. Entering the small school of 35 students feels like entering into a forest of peace and calm and 
freshness. Immediately visible to the eyesight are spaciously spread 6 tiled-roof aerated buildings - a 
library hut, a small mud-laden stupa playpen, 3 classrooms adjoined to one another - filled with lines of 
school bags and books on the floor (that marks the floor seating of each child), a larger stupa shaped 
dining room (where every child sits inside on the floor and eats provided food), another stupa shaped 
room directly in front of the dining room, an old tiled roof one-floored house (where Ms.Malathi used to 
reside), and a 2 floored building - the lower floor now serving as the residence of Ms.Malathi while the 
top floor serves as an open-air classroom for the high school students.  Outside all classrooms are shoes 
and sandals/chappals of the students. The library hut is filled with books of various genres and 
encyclopedias - English world encyclopedia; fiction books in Kannada and English, geography maps, art 
drawings of students, etc. And the mud/clay playpen of approx. 3 feet in height has drawings on its walls 
as well as art posters of the children.  
  
  
Also visible is a deep and water-empty well of around 5-8 feet in diameter. When we arrived at 
Vikaasana the afternoon lunch was already in session - the children had just recited salutations for the 
food received. The daily lunch is pre-cooked and delivered hot to the school by ISKCON, through the 
generous donations of a benefactor. Every week a set of children take turns in serving the lunch to the 



other kids first, and then eat their own meals. We were completely overjoyed by the satisfaction on 
these children's faces as they ate their food. The atmosphere reminded us of our own homes - every 
child has the liberty and freedom to get as many servings of food as possible, and the courteous 
discipline to finish the food in their plates without wastage; plus the freedom to move around and in 
and out of the dining room after finishing their meals. The class teachers sit with the kids and eat the 
same food. The children eat on steel plates and after lunch the kids wash their own plates and place 
them on racks.  
Post lunch the kids play in the open spaces for the remainder of the hour before class resumes. 
  
The uniqueness of this school lies in its principle that children should be encouraged to study and to 
explore studies by their own that will build self-confidence and team confidence, plus brings them the 
freedom of thought, freedom to question, freedom to discover and learn together; all while providing 
substantial educational material and free food, the necessary teachers for support and guidance, and a 
school atmosphere. 
  
We had the chance to interact in depth with one of the lady teachers who herself was an old student of 
Vikaasana. She shared her journey with us over lunch. After her studies in this school she took up 
evening-classes to further her education while also working during the days, got herself the opportunity 
to participate in an educational training provided by Sri. Aurobindo Center in N.Delhi, and then came 
back to Vikaasana as a teacher. While talking to her I saw her radiate self-confidence, strength, equality 
and compassion; a spitting image of Ms.Malathi. 
  
These children are aged between 5-6 years to 13-14 years and a mix of both boys and girls. Both boys 
and girls share a jovial camaraderie and exude enthusiasm, self-pride, and confidence. That day my 
interaction with the children brought about a splendid feeling. These kids are deeply connected with 
Ms.Malathi and the work she and her teachers do, so much so that many remain connected with her 
and the school even after they graduate, and in their own way give back to the school now and then. 
The stupa play pen was constructed by some of Vikaasana's old students who are now small-business 
owners and employees.  
  
Ms.Malathi later shared some of the school's summer planning for the children - the primary motivation 
for this is keeping these children engaged in a student atmosphere during the summer holidays keeps 
their minds fresh and creative; some of the children will be helping out an old lady set up a library room; 
most students will be participating in a summer excursion also. 
  
As of 2010 with Asha-Seattle’s partnership Ms.Malathi and her two teachers continue to provide 
substantial alternate education to the school in a way that grows the minds of the students and also 
indirectly shows them how to live harmoniously. 
 

Below are some photos that were taken during the site visit.  

By, 

Eera Mittur, M.N. Krishnaprasad  

(For Asha-Seattle) 



 

 

 



 





 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 


